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,My problem, my companion

,It's not your problem

,And this path is yours

.Not the destination I seek

,This journey of my desires

,Hidden in every corner

,My heart, a traveler of desires

.But your heart is not

,In the shadows of sometimes rainy evenings

,Some secrets unfold

,The solution to all my dreams

.But it's not your dream

,And whenever the journey of solitude occurs at night

,With the company of your memories

.But, with me, it's not

,The distance between us

,Speaks the tales of the heart

,The secret of my heart's words

.But your tongue is not secretive



,Throughout the night in our dreams

,Conversations of profound depths

,But your every dream

.Is not the story of my life

,Even in the beats of my heart

,Companion, it's your influence

And every pray

,er of mine is for you

.But my existence is not yours


